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Thank you for joining us to celebrate the Arts!
Special thanks to

Susan Payne
Chairman, Peace Poster Contest

Tustin Host Lions Club 

THANK YOU!



I drew a shape in which five hands form 
a star, and each hand has a V shape. 
And this means peace. In addition, 
pigeons, peace symbols, olive leaves, and 
national flags of each country were 
drawn to express the peace and we are all 
connected as one.

Victoria P.

7th grade



Gene Y.

8 Art Productions

Definition of Peace: My definition is 
peace is when people unite and 
instill equality, quiet, and calmness 
into the violent, unequal world.



My definition of peace: My definition 
of peace is when every culture gets 
together and there is no violence. I 
also showed what makes up the 
earth and what landmarks there are.

Adriel

8th grade



Yunji L.
7th Grade

WE Bring Peace 

*  Continued On Next Page  



Yunji L.
7th Grade

Definition of Peace 

In my poster, many people are interconnected pulling the darkness out 
of the world. Violence, pollution, ocean acidification, and inequality are 

being sucked out and replace by a bright, bursting stream of water. This 
brings hope to all, creating monumental people and symbols such as 

Malala, the peace bringer, and the Statue of Liberty, a sculpture so many 
people wept at after they arrived at our land of hope and freedom. We 

are all connected by the heart that means empathy, and the digital 
connection we can have with others. Water, the thing that connects us 
all, the basic necessity of life, can bring so much peace into the world.



Jayson L :]

8th

My definition of peace is 
where we are all friend s 
and stuff and we all help 
each other also no racism



Sophia H

8th

In my poster I 
demonstrate peace by 
showing that people are 
connected by what is 
supposed to be a white 
ribbon and in war white 
is represented as peace. 
I included a rainbow 
and a peace sign to 
show that everyone is 
welcome anywhere. 



My definition of peace is when everyone 
connects and supports each other. The 
doves represent kindness, and the heart 
represents love.

Kaitlyn 

8



Ryo Harris

8

My definition of my drawing is that war and 
death is all over the world and just because of 
that, it doesn’t mean that the whole world is 
chaotic. Most of use are at peace.



 Maxwell L

  8

My definition of peace is bringing 
people together and not bringing 
them apart and or having people 
work together and that is shown 
in my poster by the two hands 
being tied together with the flags.



Sophia F.

8

Peace
/pēs/
noun

1. a world without war and conflicts, people living in 
harmony and respecting others for who they are. 
Peace is when there is no shame on people of 
different religions, race, and ethnicity. 

2. This relates to my poster because it represents 
equality and appreciation for people of different 
races and where they come from.



Eric S

8th

I believe that peace is where you feel safe 
and calm where nothing bad will happen to 
you in that place. I also think peace is also 
when people work together to get rid of 
bad ideas and make good for the better. 
This relates to my drawing because I feel 
like being in space is relaxing and 
peaceful. You can be calm by looking at 
stars in the sky. 



Cassidy T.

8th Grade

Peace to me is a harmonic calmness 
instilled in multiple people; to trust 
each other and be free of war, 
conflict, and hostility. I believe that 
peace comes from one another, and 
is developed in communities of 
people. It is a unity of tranquility 
found across the world, and in the 
hearts and minds of many, rather 
than one.

A World of United 
Tranquility



Arash k.

8th

My definition of peace in this 
drawing: So what I did was a half 
and half the right side of it is 2018 
and left is right now the only way 
you can save the world is if you 
open the lock but the key for that is 
in a box and the only way you can 
open it is if you end racism and 
pollution and i put the wings for 
peace and that were all the same



Gavi K.

8th

My definition of 
peace is 
connection. When 
people come 
together and help 
people in need.



Jasline K

8th 

My poster represents the 
different ways people are 
connected, whether it be 
physically or emotionally. The 
rainbow puzzle pieces show that 
anyone and everyone are 
accepted, and how beautiful 
they can be. I tried to use lots of 
varieties of colors to try and 
make the world bright and 
happy, despite everything going 
on right now in the world!



Manal S. 

8th Grade 

To me peace 
means being kind 
and caring to 
others. It also 
means 
comprising for 
the good of 
other people.



Elizabeth C.

8

My poster represents the different ways we 
are all connected through peace. The doves 
represent peace, the girl represents the next 
generation. The monuments represent 
morales and the union of people. The Earth 
represents peace and the vehicles represents 
peace. The flags represent the agreement of 
peace and we are all on the same level. No 
one is better than the other.





Jake Chen 

8th

My poster shows 
that all countries 
are connected and 
that earth is 
peaceful. The 
different buildings 
are drawn to show 
each countries 
accomplishments 
and respect 
towards each other.



Isabel V

8th grade

Peace is freedom, equality, harmony, and 
calmness. My poster shows that all these 
place are one because they are all in the 
same world. Each person from each poster 
they are all the same. This is what shows 
peace in my poster. 





Han Le

8













THANK YOU!


